
Päivi Lilja  is the Executive director in Kettuki, Finland's nationwide studio network for artists from outside the mainstream art 

world. Lilja is a producer who has been working in the field of art and culture in many different roles and organizations for several 

years. During her six years at Kettuki she has been developing the participation and ethical practices in art activity in supported 

studios. Lilja has also been concentrating in strengthening the national and Nordic networks in Outsider art field. Her interest is in 

the crossroads of art, culture and social. 

 

 

Lifelong Learners or Eternal Students? Different roles in the field of art, disability and education 
 

In Finland people with intellectual or learning disabilities don’t have equal opportunities to take an interest in art or study art un-

der the guidance of professionals in the field of art. Artists with disabilities is usually seen as eternal students which is totally 

different from lifelong learning. 

 

We need equality to the field of art. In practice it means more reasonable and supported possibilities to take an interest in art, 

study art and work as a professional artist. Therefore the roles of the mentors should vary as well. There’s a big difference in 

teaching, guiding and mentoring. A person who is just taking the first steps in their career needs different kind of support and 

guiding than a person who is studying art. Not to mention a person who has been doing art full time for years 

In the presentation besides different roles in the field of art, Lilja will present the work of Kettuki, Finland's nationwide studio net-

work for artists from outside the mainstream art world. Kettuki association was founded in 2002. The association consist of artists, 

art experts, professionals and 23 organizations in the field of art, culture and social services. Kettuki is the founder and coordinator 

of NOA Nordic Outsider Art network.   

 

Kettuki network aims to improve opportunities for people with intellectual and learning disabilities to study and practice art in 
both professional and recreational context. Kettuki's main goal is equality in art.  


